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Measuring arm( Option A )

Technical data subject to change without notice
The machine answers the requirements of the 
EU guidelines for machinery (CE-conformity).

Mesh tension size SB Mesh size width mm 1500 - 4000
SL Mesh size length mm 3000 - 9000
Frame profile thickness mm 30 - 120

Index of options W Angular stop
N Mesh holding-down device
R Mesh roller support
A Automatic

Overall size Total width SB +     920
Total length SL  +  1400
Total height ( Automatic  )            2200

Energy supply Nominal voltage V 3x400 + N + PE
3x220 +        PE

Fuse protection A 25
Capacity kW 4,4
Frequency Hz 50/60

Compressed air Connection value bar    6
(option A) Air consumption  lit/min  5

Permanent sound-pressure level dB (A)  < 70

Surface treatment RAL 6016 / 6018
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Stretching length + 1400 mm

Option AUTOMATIC Programs (option A)

- The two different program sequences allow the machine to Two different program sequences, each one with 5
be freely adapted to the respective mesh properties, whether programs.
it is a steel or a polyester mesh. The following variables can be entered for each program:

- The control concept has been based on the idea that the - Entry of the prestressing value in Newton
operator should be able to integrate the major part of his (separately for warp and weft)
usual manual stretching procedures into the respective
program which then only optimizes the process. - Entry of the final stretching value in Newton

(for warp and weft)
- The values are entered on the keyboard and displayed on

the two-digit LED display. - Entry of the rest period in minutes

- During the program sequence the presently measured values - Entry of the speed in %
are continuously displayed in Newton for warp and weft (separately for warp in front and at the back, as well as for weft)
direction.

- Entry of the hardening time in minutes
- Once the programs have been defined, they are protected (binding time for the glue)

via a key-operated switch which only enables a duly
authorized person to change any of the ten different
programs.

- Of course all the previously known functions which are
possible during manual operation of the G-280 stretching
machine can also be carried out with the AUTOMATIC option.

- The measurings for weft as well as warp direction are carried
out by an electronic tensiometer 75S. The measured values
are transmitted via a data cable to the RS-232 interface of
the control unit where they are evaluated.

- The positioning of the measuring device, its lowering onto the
mesh and the changement from weft to warp direction are
carried out pneumatically.

- If an automatic program is being processed, the measuring
arm is located in the rest position on the left side of the
control desk.
The entire stretching surface is thus free, which guarantees an
efficient handling during the loading of the screen frames,
the insertion of the mesh, the glueing and cutting procedures
as well as during the removal of the screen frames.

- The G-280 installation can be retrofitted with the option
AUTOMATIC at a later date. However, it is preferrable and
less expensive if this option is included right from the
beginning when the machine is supplied from the factory.
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